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Natural materials found in the woods and fields are used to create baskets within the pages of this
book. The chapters explain gathering and preparing both round and flat natural materials including
leaves, roots, reeds, grasses, vines, shoots, willow, bark and splints. A wide variety of weaving
techniques are clearly drawn for comparisons and many examples and instructions for borders, lids,
handles and miniatures are presented. Seventy-five pictures and drawings show details,
progressive instructions, and finished examples. Novices, naturalists and expert weavers alike can
use Earth Basketry because its information is timeless and its presentation is clear.
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Gave this as a gift to my sister who one day hopes to live off the grid. She has thanked me many
times for the book, saying she absolutely loves and uses it all the time. And from the pictures she
has sent us of her latest creations...she is making some very beautiful baskets using this book.

Although it was written years ago, the directions are very clear but may be worded differently from
todays vocabulary. All of todays techniques are documented as well as a couple I have never seen!
If you don't weave, it is a great book from the historical viewpoint. I just wish I'd known the author
and had the chance to weave with her.

This was written years ago so there are mostly just line drawings with a few black and white pics. It
covers several basket making techniques. I like how it doesn't assume you are going to buy the

materails from the craft store.

The book is filled with drawings of many different weaving patterns. There also are directions
included. We are VERY excited about beginning one of the baskets. It describes the different
materials that may be used, different shapes of the materials and what specific type basket that
would be good to use. We are VERY much beginners in the basket-weaving arena but are VERY
excited about learning. Thank you Ms. Tod for the terrific book!

I'm a basket weaver and love the history behind the information. It is a keeper and will remain in my
collection.

Very informative for making baskets from nature. I make baskets from reed and like the unique
process of making them from other materials.

Lots of interesting types of baskets made from materials you can gather your self. I am currently
gathering grasses that I will make a coiled basket out of.
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